
Learn more: 10 Benefits of Concur Travel.

Delivering Value in Four Key Areas for Finance

Realise the Value Extend the Value

Enhancing 
compliance

Policy rules are built in and 
preferred suppliers can be 
specified so compliance is 
automatically part of the 
process no matter which 
country they occur in.

Add Concur Tax Assurance by 
VATBox for an automated data 
validation and VAT recovery 
solution to improve global  
tax compliance and  
maximise profitability.

Gaining visibility Concur Travel lets you see  
travel spend on a single 
dashboard in near real-time  
so you always have access  
to an up-to-date picture.

Through our global network of 
connected suppliers and our 
TripIt Pro app, Concur TripLink 
brings outside bookings back 
into your travel programme.

Optimising 
processes

Concur Travel gives you a single 
booking tool to book planes, 
trains, taxis and hotels.

Add User Support Desk to  
give travellers 24/7 access  
to human support so they can 
get answers to their questions 
no matter which time zone 
they’re in.

Improving 
the employee 
experience

SAP Concur partners include 
Uber, Airbnb and Hotels.com  
so employees can book with 
their favourite suppliers.

Add Concur TripLink, which 
includes TripIt Pro, for access  
to the Traveller Resource 
Centre, which has resources  
to support travellers in  
fast-moving travel situations.

The Value of  
Concur Travel
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Why Imperial Brands Values Concur Travel

Imperial Brands has standardised 
its processes and is able to steer 
employees towards compliant 
behaviour including class of travel, 
preferred hotels and car hire companies. 
More categories, and new standards, 
can be applied dynamically. 

The organisation is also equipped  
with the data it needs to make  
smarter procurement decisions  
and negotiate preferential rates.

“ For me, SAP Concur is best in class. 
It is the world’s best solution for 
travel and expenses, and we want 
the best for our business.”

  Alejandro Paredes-Marañón, Group Travel & Expenses Manager, 
Shared Services, Imperial Brands7

Concur Travel provides assurance and clarity — and cost savings — at 
a time of uncertainty and confusion. By empowering employees to travel  
safely within budget, policy and shifting regulations, it removes the threat  
of unseen spend, unsafe choices and missed cost savings. 

The world is changing: ALL travel managers (100%) expect changes to 
travel guidelines or policies in the next 12 months1 and 53% of travel decision 
makers say sustainable choices are a critical factor in approving services.2 

By integrating Concur Travel with Concur Expense and Concur Invoice, you 
turn a complex set of moving parts into a holistic view of enterprise-wide 
spend, which means you can make smarter decisions moving forward.  
Our ecosystem of partners, from user-friendly mobile apps to expert  
service partners, help you gain maximum value across your business.

With Concur Travel, you’ll get a bird’s eye view of spending habits and  
the tools to swoop in and drive value wherever and whenever you can.

Just the Beginning to a Complete Travel Management Solution

When it comes to controlling costs, travel is a moving target. 

We know the solutions you need to travel safely and cost efficiently must 
change as the world around us changes. As we return to business travel, 
users want to be empowered to make their own travel decisions,  
but within even tighter — and ever shifting — travel 
restraints, sustainability policies and budgets. 

Our connected suite of TMC partner solutions 
helps you deliver maxium value to your business 
by empowering your employees, enhancing your 
duty of care and giving you visibility and control 
over potential cost savings.

You are not on this journey alone. Our ongoing 
customer support includes access to our buzzing communities, where 
you browse, search, ask, learn — and even help others — whether that’s on 
the peer network, Q&A forums, customer success stories or via thought 
leadership pieces. 

The more value you gain from Concur Travel, the higher your business  
will soar. Our job is to get you there.
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Aligning with Your Wider Business Priorities

Concur TripLink, which includes TripIt Pro, extends the value of corporate travel programs to 
capture 100% of travel reservations, no matter where they are booked and updates travellers  
of any changes.

Whilst Intelligence and Consultative Intelligence reporting tools deliver insights into travel 
data, including metrics around sustainability, carbon emissions and enhanced duty of care. 

Expectations around business travel are constantly evolving. Travellers want flexibility, choice and 
up-to-the-minute information about any changes to their itinerary. Your business needs insight to 
optimise spend and adjust to changes.

21% Higher profitability for organisations that create exceptional 
experiences for employees.3 

47% Travel managers expect enhanced duty of care policies.4

56% Businesses say sustainability is an integral part of their 
corporate travel policies.5

62% CFOs are considering cuts to their administrative, general 
and selling budgets.6
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